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创始人寄语 Welcome Letter
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Kathy Shi 施华女士
Founder/Chairperson 创始人 / 董事长

Dear All,

Welcome to BIBS (Beanstalk International Bilingual School).

BIBS’ history can be traced back to 1998, where it all began with a small 
international kindergarten. Over the next 21 years, the initial seedling 
grew, and blossomed, spreading from one campus to eight. Outside 
our home base in Beijing, our education extends into the most southern 
area of China – Hainan Island. Accordingly, we have grown from a single 
kindergarten to an education group covering both kindergarten and a K-12 
international school.

BIBS’ mission is based on the concept that a real international education 
in China should be an International education fused with Chinese culture 
and values. That is, we“pick the essence of Chinese and Western 
cultures, and fuse these elements together.”For more than 20 years, we 
have been and upholding this principle, striving to practice our principle 
tenets – “combining eastern and western education philosophies, 
realizing Chinese and English as a “bilingual mother tongue” and 
educating the future’s international citizens.BIBS believes that bilingual 
education is not a kind of simple, single language education. Rather, we 
believe that education should be well rounded and flexible. Curricular 
content should shift from national standards to international standards, 
from a narrow outlook to world view, from a localized geographical basis 
to an international perspective. Learning a language is no longer solely 
the practice of grammar, but rather a means by which one can truly 
appreciate culture.

BIBS has established a true bilingual teaching mechanism, providing 
integrated bilingual classroom teaching and extracurricular activities and 
intensive language courses in order to meet individual needs. We employ 
teachers with internationally recognized qualifications; we follow the 
standards set by the internationalization of the curriculum; we emphasise 
the extended and yet complementary nature of family and school 
education; we pay attention to the cultivation of a well-rounded profile 
for our students; and we care about each student’s individual needs and 
development and we continue to work hard to build the best international 
educational platform for them we can.

BIBS’ curriculum is based on the most widely recognized IB system 
and has built our own IB framework. We pay attention to the organic 
fusion of the IB framework and Chinese culture, after many years of 
exploration practice, we found the best ratio of bilingual teaching is 70% 
English and 30% Chinese which can ensure our children to achieve the 
bilingual language level in Chinese and English on the same standard. 
Understanding and appreciating that children learn in different ways and 

Kathy Shi
Founder & Chairperson
Beanstalk Education Group

“The essence of Chinese and Western culture, beautifully fused: an international education with Chinese flavor.”

excel in different areas, our programs encourage students to draw upon 
their strengths and to explore new ideas of interest to them as critical 
thinkers with inquiring minds. Our teachers seek to inspire students to 
reach their full potential. High expectations and targets for improvement 
are based upon each student’s individual learning styles. We want our 
students to be confident, inquiring and tolerant individuals equipped with 
the knowledge and integrity to be successful in their own right, as well 
as positive contributors to their local and global communities as 21st 
century thinkers and globally-minded citizens.

From the beginning, BIBS has never slowed the pace of exploring 
for innovation, has constantly been refining bilingual teaching, at the 
same time, BIBS has been striving to create a most human and warm 
environment for students, staff and parents. We propose a new idea of 
building a“community school,” meaning that in both teaching and daily 
management, breaking the traditional barriers between parents and 
school, parents and students are welcome to participate in the school 
life. We encourage parents to get involved in our school management 
and construction or to just come to school and have a cup of coffee. 
Our school environment is built comfortable and relaxed and we are 
committed to have our children grow up in an environment full of “love, 
care and support.” We believe in the future when they go to the society, 
they will spread our spirit to the world.

The 21st century is the century of globalization. The world has become 
a small village. At the same time, the 21st century is a period of 
rejuvenation for national cultures – an era in which Oriental civilisations 
will shine! Accordingly, BIBS bravely carries on the responsibility “To 
explore the frontiers for Chinese education: to educate and output the 
composite talents to the world,” BIBS has found its duty to act as the 
steamroller in the international education field. We have devoted our love 
and responsibility to our children, our society and our world.

Dearest members of the BIBS Community, we open the most sincere 
embrace and welcome and invite you to join us. Please call or visit so 
that you may come to experience and know what it means to be part of 
our community. 

All the best wishes!
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美，不仅可以创造价值，更可以照亮世界！

Illuminate the World!

BIBS UES Campus
The silent auction
Warm every heart
With the beauty of
Love and Art
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“ Connect UOI with life, start helping.”

Earlier this year, the BIBS 
Visua l  &  Per fo rm ing 
Arts department visited 
Project Candy and made 
a documentary, which 
was so important and 
helpful to our students 
and the community to 
understand why we raise 
funds for this charity 
project.

Last week, the 3rd Warm Night of Art silent auction came to a successful end in the BIBS UES Campus. Besides the creative ideas 
and artworks which mostly came out of our lovely UES ES students, there were also well practiced performances promoting public 
welfare consciousness to all audiences. Throughout the evening our little volunteers worked hard yet organized on selling tickets 
and serving F&B to all guests.
 
This is how we connect UOI with life, and this is how students take actions and start helping. As an IB school, it’s the education 
concept in BIBS to inspire our young learners to consider how to help and give and how to stay humble and warm in front of the 
world, through repeated participation in public service activities.   
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“BIBS, a good community with support, creativity and energy.” 

I was truly impressed and blown away from the event. The support, creativity, and level of energy truly embodies what a wonderful 
community we have here at BIBS.  A special thank you to all the sponsors, volunteers, and those of you that purchased art work.  
Thanks to your love and generosity we were able to raise money for the children of Project Candy and assist those who are truly 
in need.  Together not only did your contributions make our community proud, but more importantly you helped make the world a 
better place. Said Evan Hunt, Principal.
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“Pass on correct values by being a good example.” 

There has always this group of people, in any BIBS event or ASA, passionate, dedicated and supportive, real hero behind the 
stages… That’s right, our wonderful BIBS parents! At last week’s silent auction, many parents donated their original craftworks 
and spent their valuable time helping us to prepare and organize. The PTA chorus even presented a great show at the end of the 
evening.
 
“The silent auction has perfectly combined the beauty of art and human nature. It’s a learning moment for our children to 
understand that beautiful things do not only generate value, they can illuminate the world. As a parent and with the joint efforts 
of BIBS, I’m committed to passing on the correct values to our next generation by being a good example.” Said Jenny Cao, 
Chairperson of BIBS UES PTA.

10

All funds raised at the auction

Will be donated to

The Project Candy Charity 

Organization

For art course and products

For countryside left-behind children

 

Thank you again 

All teachers, students and parents

And all sponsors

For your generosity and assistance
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BIBS GO：王者风范，势不可挡！

BIBS GO：The Unstoppable Winner!

BIBS GO BIBS GO

BIBS Lion, 

Marching forward!

The unstoppable winner!

Great news came in flocks: 

The 4th Zongheng Cup Chinese 

Debate Competition

The BIBS Team

Won two bronze medals

Tommy Zhang and Nikita Ju

Won the Best Debater titles
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The Shanghai American School 

Invitational Tournament

The BIBS Team

Won 11 gold medals, 

4 silver medals and 

2 bronze medals

And the champion of 8 years-old 

female team competition

BIBS Union Football Team

Played against CKGSB+EMBA Team

Had a terrific start

Shunyi Campus U14 Football Team

Won the silver medal of the interschool 

competition

 

The Guidance Counselling Office 

Selected more than 10 academic 

competitions

For BIBS students to conquer more 

battlefields

United States Academic Pentathlon

American Mathematics Competition 8

American National Robot Competition

China Thinks Big Project Challenge

……

More challenges await!

May the little BIBS lions be:

Ambitious and talented

Motivated and aggressive

Focused and persistent

United and valiant

BIBS lions, Go! Go! Go!
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青苗风采 Grow with BIBS

向世界展示青苗实力和引以为傲的社区文化 
——2019 IB MYP 亚太区域培训

BIBS MYP Conference

1st-3rd November 2019, over two 
hundred educators from around 
the world traveled to Beijing this 
weekend for the Internat ional 
Baccalaureate (IB) Middle Years 
P ro g r a m m e  ( M Y P )  R e g i o n a l 
Workshops hosted by BIBS Shunyi 
Campus. Attendees came from 
Keystone, Western Academy of 
Beijing, and Huijia in Beijing, as 
well as schools outside of China, 
such as Branksome Hall Korea and 
Osaka YMCA International School 
in Japan, and the furthest travelled 
participant came from a school in 
Saudi Arabia.
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Professional development is an essential part of improving teaching and learning. The IB has a unique method of delivering 
professional development through its International Baccalaureate Educator Network (IBEN). Teachers are trained to provide the 
workshops to their colleagues and peers through face-to-face and online workshops. There were six subject-specific workshops, 
and there were four general workshops for advanced practitioners. These are three-day workshops that help participants develop 
the knowledge, skills and attributes to improve their delivery of the IB programmes.
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Terry Linton is the Curriculum Director for Beanstalk Education Group (BEG) and is also the chairman for the MYP Network in North 
China. He proposed BIBS Shunyi campus host this event and offered tangible benefits to the school for hosting. These include 
the enhanced reputation of the school, global recognition for hosting, an ongoing collaborative relationship with the IB, and a 
showcase of the school as a tool for future recruitment of high-quality teachers in attendance. As hosts, BIBS also showed how we 
develop community, and this is the hallmark of an excellent school and organization. 
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There was a networking event on the first day of the workshops that allowed participants to meet each other socially and to make 
connections. Developing community and building relationships with teachers at other schools is a strength of the IB, and events 
like this provide that opportunity. BIBS Shunyi solidified its presence as a leading IB school in North China. Serena Tyan, IB Events 
manager was pleased with the hosting. She said that the workshops were well run, the food was delicious and compliments the 
school and Terry Linton on the successful event.

The planning and organizing was great team work. Thanks to Summer Guo, Nicolette Lau and Jane Tai for all their help in putting 
the event together and to all our school staff who have performed fabulously. The catering, the guards, the cleaners, the IT 
Support, the nurse all went above and beyond working on their weekend to ensure the event was successful. A big thanks to the 
PTA for showing us and the teachers in attendance their commitment to our community and thus showing just how special a place 
BIBS is.

Thanks go to Mr. Terry Linton for this article
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青苗风采 Grow with BIBS

国球舍青苗训练基地落成，70 有 young 家年华圆满落幕

PING-PONG Hub 
BIBS Training Centre

11th November 2019, Beijing. 
The 2019 Beijing Community 
Family Ping Pong Match, and 
the ‘70th Young! Parent-child 
Sports Carnival’ awarding 
ceremony, co-hosted by The 
Beijing Women’s Federation 
a n d  P I N G - P O N G  H u b , 
has come to a successful 
conclusion in the BIBS Shunyi 
Campus.
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The ‘Young Sports – Time to play Ping Pong’ action plan was initiated by Wang Nan, founder of PING-PONG Hub in 2017, aiming 
to promote the healthy life style of sports instead of electronics.
 
Being a Ping Pong world champion, Wang Nan understands what sports bring to life. Being a mother and a BIBS parent, Wang 
Nan wanted to help more families and friends enjoy the fun of sports by playing Ping Pong together.

Young Sports 
Time to Play Ping Pong
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Last weekend’s 70th Young! Parent-child Sports Carnival in the BIBS Shunyi Campus was a big success. 33 families from 11 Ping 
Pong clubs joint the competition, including Wang Nan’s father and her son. Mr. Zeng Chuanqiang, Wang Nan’s national Ping Pong 
team brought a good Ping Pong lesson to the event. There were also players from the Ping Pong club of Wang Nan’s former team 
mates Zhu Fang and Hou Yingchao.
 
The carnival had been a total fun with all sorts of interesting games, drawing and themed photo shooting. We have also invited 
intellectual disabled families from Beijing Rong Ai Rong Le Family Support Center to share the fun of sports.

70th Young! Parent-Child Sports Carnival
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On the day of the carnival Wang Nan and BIBS Shunyi 
Campus principal James announced the establishment of 
The PING-PONG Hub BIBS Training Centre. The Training 
Centre will promote the national sport to the young 
generates will global vision and quality of champion, and 
provide systematic training courses, summer and winter 
camps, matches and international exchange activities to 
young Ping Pong lovers.

Establishment of 
The PING-PONG Hub BIBS Training Centre

Being the national sport, Ping Pong has been the cultural 
label of Chinese sports.The PING-PONG Hub BIBS 
Training Centre, established on the bases of Olympic 
Champion Wang Nan’s PING-PONG Hub, is committed to 
developing more young Ping Pong players for world class 
competition.
 
Power: national level coaching team 
Tailored development plan and the spirit of championship 
by national level coaching team.

Facility: World class training facility and hardware
Club members have priority to participate the training 
camps, national team visits, match tutoring and domestic/
international exchange activities organized by PING-
PONG Hub.

Convenience: around-the-clock availability
Facilities open during 17:00-19:00 on week days and 
entire weekend days, a real sportive school!

The PING-PONG Hub BIBS Training Centre 
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青苗风采 Grow with BIBS

30th November,  the 2019 
University College Landon 
C h i n a  G a l a  B a l l  w a s 
successfully held in Beijing 
by the UCL Alumni of Beijing. 
Being a distinguished sponsor 
of the ceremony, Ms. Kathy 
Shi, Founder & Chairperson 
of Beanstalk Internat ional 
Bilingual School, along with 
her school Management and 
Guidance Counselling team 
was invited to the event.

青苗受邀参加“2019 伦敦大学学院中国盛典”

BIBS at 2019 UCL China Gala Ball
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University College London, a world first-class research-oriented comprehensive university, 2020 QS world 
ranking #8, is known as one of the best 5 elite schools of UK together with Cambridge, Oxford, Imperial College 
and London School of Economics. In the 2019 QS Subject ranking, UCL won the first place in Education and 
Architecture, and the fifth place in Anthropology, Archeology and Anatomical Physiology.

Also invited to the event were the BIBS graduates with UCL admission letters. It’s the precious moment to witness, share and 
celebrate this proud achievement with their family, friends and teachers.

22
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Ms. Sonja from the BIBS Guidance Counselling Office is a UCL alumni herself, and she has taken the opportunity to send invitation 
to the Dean of UCL Engineering Departments and admission officers of Institute of Education.
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BIBS owns a strong Guidance 
Counselling team. Being a member 
of the International Association 
for College Admission Counseling 
( I A C A C ) ,  t h e  B I B S  G u i d a n c e 
Counsell ing Office keeps close 
working relationship with many 
world top universities. Every year 
admission officers from all over the 
world travel to China for private 
workshops and admission sessions 
with BIBS guidance counsellors 
and meet BIBS students in person. 
Unlike an agency, in-house guidance 
counsellors gain more trust from the 
university admission officers. This is 
how we keep feeding our students 
and parents with first-hand and 
complete information.
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青苗风采 Grow with BIBS

青苗“丝绸路”：架起学科融合的新桥梁 

The BIBS Silk Road

Integration of subjects is the 
future. In Finland, educators 
have created inquiry-based 
curriculums built on integrated 
subjects for students to develop 
their core competence via inter-
disciplinary studying.
 
In  the  IB  c lasses  o f  B IBS, 
integrated subjects and inter-
d i s c i p l i n a r y  s t u d y i n g  a r e 
considered as everyday routine. 
At the BIBS Shunyi Campus 
Silk Road Fair last week, MSHS 
teachers and students have 
practiced the integration of 
Individuals and Societies and 
Mathematics.

25
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Individuals and Societies, AKA I&S, is perhaps the most characteristic course among IB curriculum. From astronomy, 
geology, world history, philosophy, economics, psychology, religions, business management to modern technology, I&S 
has included many aspects of social science. The subject is designed to develop students’ vision, pattern, level and 
wisdom – a perfect symbol of IB’s inter-disciplinary concept.
 
As a tradition, the inter-disciplinary unit of I&S Trading On The Silk Road took the opportunity of the Belt-and-Road 
news and guided our students through the long river of history and geology, to understand and consider what a great 
work the silk road was across the Eurasia continents. Additionally, this inquiry unit with multiple disciplinaries has 
included one more subject – Mathematics!

The World is Our Classroom
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Besides inquiring on the historical, geological and cultural knowledge, students are also required to utilize their 
mathematics related skills on cost, profit and other business calculations. At the fair, ‘businessmen’ from all over the 
world pushed their products: silk, tea, pearl, fragrance, cotton, ivory and chinaware etc.
 
‘Buyers’ looked at them and started negotiating. All negotiations and transactions were recorded as a reference for 
follow-up financial analysis. This event was a true learning experience with multi-subject vision and inter-disciplinary 
skills.

Knowledge Transfer, an Interesting Topic
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Ms. Summer Wang who oversees inter-disciplinary studying planning and communication believed the Trading on The Silk 
Road Fair was a big success in terms of helping students connect classroom with outside world. She would like to thank 
all teachers involved for their efforts, especially the MYP Coordinator Ms. Nicolette Lau, and I&S Teacher Mr. Justin and 
Ms. Elizabeth from the Mathematics Department for their leadership throughout the event.
 
Integration of subjects is to blend resources of multiple subjects for students to develop comprehensive abilities and 
learning abilities via inquiring and solving problems. As the IB curriculum’s strategy, connect teaching and learning with 
everyday life, and combine the classroom with outside world.

Study Dynamic
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青苗风采 Grow with BIBS

寻根·汉字的故事 
——记青苗上东校区“文学周”中文活动

BIBS UES Literature Week

Being the oldest and most widely used characters, 
Chinese characters are the most important Chinese 
cultural component. The creation and application 
of Chinese characters have had deep and profound 
influences on not only Chinese but also worldwide 
cultures.
 
In the latest Literature Week event at BIBS UES campus, 
the Chinese teaching department chose ‘Roots · 
Chinese Characters’ as the theme to inspire and 
encourage our students to have better understanding 
on the embodiment of our mother language. Teachers 
carried out various types of activities and guided the 
students to inquire on the origin, forming, structure and 
changes of Chinese characters.
 
Let’s have a look at their stories today.

29
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Pre-School
 

The inquiry theme for pre-school classes was the Study & Categorizing of Chinese Character Strokes. Teachers helped 
the students to review the Chinese characters and strokes they have already learnt, and separated the strokes from the 
characters, followed by categorizing, and at last produced their own version of Chinese Character Strokes Category.

G1
 

The inquiry theme for G1 classes was ‘Forming of Chinese Characters – Pictographic & Meaning Joint’. After reading the book 
The Inventor of Chinese Characters - Diary of Cang Jie and other video and text materials, students began to understand how 
the Chinese characters have transformed, and then produced their own picture books and manuscripts.
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G2
 

The inquiry theme for G2 classes was The Amazing Structures of Chinese Characters. Our teachers guided the students 
through the structure and system of Chinese characters and categorized the components accordingly. Students also inquired 
on the new characters to learn and their structure via group studying, and made different types of posters for structures and 
components.

G3
 

The inquiry theme for G3 classes was The Transforming of Chinese Characters. Through reading and acting stories, G3 
students had the opportunity to understand how Chinese characters were invented and how they have transformed. In 
connection with the UOI inquiry theme – The Power of Role Model, little G3 actors and actresses watched G5 students’ 
textbook drama and listened to their feedback before composing their own script. Now they have the stories about Chinese 
characters of Cang Jie the Inventor of Chinese Characters, Inscriptions on Oracle Bones and The Calligraphy Style of Li Si 
ready to present. 
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G4
 

The inquiry theme for G4 classes was Calligraphy Styles and Calligraphers’ Stories. G4 students learnt about the transforming 
and renowned calligraphers via reading, and tried different calligraphy styles themselves. From oracle to cursive scripts, 
students tried to write The Analects of Confucius on bamboos in their favorite styles.

G5
 

The inquiry theme for G5 classes was ‘Common Typos’. Being the big brothers and sisters in the school, G5 students must 
take on the responsibility to help reducing typos commonly seen in Chinese studying. The students came up with a list of 
common typos by analyzing their pronunciation, structure and meaning, and made correction stickers to share with all other 
grades. At the end of the day, an ‘I love Chinese Characters’ party pushed the Literature Week event to a new high.

We believe the latest Literature Week has planted a 
little seed in every student’s heart, which will grow 
like their passion for the Chinese culture. We look 
forward to their brilliant performance and creativity in 
the next Literature Week.

 

Thanks to Ms. Lijuan Sun, 
Head of Chinese Teaching Dept, 

BIBS UES Campus
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青苗风采 Grow with BIBS

探访微软新视界 变身小小程序员 

Field Trip to Microsoft

Last week, G5 & G6 students 
f rom the BIBS Changying 
Campus completed their field 
trip in the MCCO – Microsoft 
China Centre One – the only 
Microsoft innovation center 
in Asia, where they spent a 
happy and informative day on 
experiencing AI technology 
and products and learning 
about computer languages.

33
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The MCCO is an innovation-
interactive and science-centered 
space exhibiting cutting-edge 
technologies and theories both 
on the market or still at R&D 
stage. In one of the show rooms 
– Lighthouse, Microsoft staff 
displayed remote real-time data 
collection on office temperature 
and electricity consumption. In 
the AI area, the students got their 
hands on several AI applications 
such as the AR HoloLens, face 
recognition, cognitive services 
and 3D printers. 
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Later at group activity time, 
Mic rosof t  s ta f f  he lped the 
students write down their first 
line of computer code. It was a 
small seed planted in their hearts 
and they all left a Programming 
Declaration on the backside 
of their ‘Little Programmer’s 
C e r t i f i c a t e ’ ,  t h a t  o n e  d a y 
someone from the group will 
become a real IT master.
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‘Experiencing is always the best 
part, like when our little geeks 
tried on the HoloLens and AR 
traveled from the universe to 
human blood vessels. It was 
such an eye-opening day for 
everyone in the team!’ Said the 
field trip teachers Mia Rogers 
and Mathieu Courtois.
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T h i s  w e e k e n d  w e  h e l d  o u r 
Christmas Lights event on campus 
and invited parents, students, 
families, local businesses, and the 
wider community to come and join 
us to celebrate the season of giving 
together.

青苗风采 Grow with BIBS

华灯初上：点亮属于我们共同的未来 

A Community School with Values
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As the youngest campus in the BIBS group we have emphasized the strong values that join our families and teachers 
together. They make up the core of our shared belief about the value of a holistic educaiton where students are 
treasured for their uniqueness. These core values: respect, excellence, empathy, service and accountability, allow us 
to be clear about what we believe is important to develop alongside our academic program.
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Being a community school  is  not 
always easy, but it is worth it. When you 
embrace parents and families, the home 
school partnership becomes not just 
educating or informing parents about 
what you do. It means involving them 
and embracing them as partners in 
their child’s journey. It means providing 
opportunities for students and parents 
to connect across grades through 
events, play and learning. It means not 
just allowing but expecting parents and 
students to have a voice in the school.
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In a community school, our 
community is their community 
a n d  o u r  s u c c e s s  i s  t h e i r 
success. So we celebrate, learn, 
live and grow together.
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青苗视界 BIBS Glimps

Amena
Partner, Apple Funds & Rain Capital
Experienced Investment Expert
Successful investor to dozens of global pioneering 
enterprises
Years of dedicated studies on culture, education and 
technology innovation in the US, Europe and Israel

I’m a demanding mother. When with friends, I’m the one 
doing most of the talking, and it’s always about my son’s 
education. I’d like to share my story of how I chose BIBS 
for Liao.

41

“挑剔”妈妈的择校经历

How a Demanding Mom 
Selects School
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A Good Start
Like al l  parents in the world, I 
have high expectations for my 
son. I heard the brother of Liao’s 
playmate used to study in Beanstalk 
International Kindergarten, who then 
moved to the USA and took on his 
classes there without any difficulty. 
And he is now in Harvard! With his 
parents’ recommendation, I made 
my decision to go to BIK straight 
away.
 
Soon Liao started traveling with 
my husband and I between the 
USA and China every 6 months, 
and he did not have much problem 
catching up in his US kindergarten 
class because of the foundation he 
set in BIK. Now Liao has grown up, 
and we decided to settle down in 
China and let him stay with BIBS for 
elementary school.

42
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Consistency
After a few years of living near the BIBS Shunyi Campus, we had to move to Haidian for business reasons. Finding a new 
school has come to our agenda. During the past admission season my husband and I went to a good number of admission 
information sessions and to be honest, we could make up our mind from the voices in our head. It was Liao who told us his 
decision, which was to continue being a BIBS student.
 
So the BIBS Haidian Academy was opened right in time. We couldn’t be happier and registered immediately. I guess this is so 
called destiny.
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Why BIBS?
Why we like BIBS so much? I’d like to think of below reasons.
 
Concept and vision: BIBS uses an inquiry-based educational concept to inspire children’s creativity, multi-cultural vision and 
problem-solving abilities. They protect students’ curiosity and encourage their study initiative and passion. This is a value my 
husband and I highly appreciate.
 
Experience: Like an enterprise, it takes time for a school to refine and improve its faculty, management, culture and curriculum. 
Being a 20+ years international bilingual school, the experience and system of BIBS can be trusted.
 
Comprehensive development: My husband and I believe the real competition in future world is about imagination and creativity 
rather than knowledge. Therefore we focus on developing Liao’s human natures such as wisdom, emotion, aesthetic, spirit 
and happiness etc. To this end, BIBS creates enough space for the students to grow and develop.
 
From kindergarten to elementary school, Shunyi to Haidian, I’m happy to see my son enjoying his time with Beanstalk 
Education. I wish BIBS succeed, and that more and more young learners join the international bilingual community!
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Last week, the BIBS Shunyi Campus 
student’s music band was invited 
to the Kempinski Concertini. Our 
lovely little musicians brought their 
excellent performance to the event, 
just like they did at the previous Mid-
autumn, National Day, New Year, 
Autumn Fair and Winter Bazaar 
events – the brightest star in the sky!
 
Being  an  essent ia l  par t  o f  IB 
DP, BIBS has the best Music & 
Performing Arts education in its 
class and has successfully enrolled 
graduates to the Berklee College 
of Music. Today let’s join the Head 
of Performing Arts at BIBS Shunyi 
Campus, Ms. Amy Tham to a journey 
of arts education.

青苗视界 BIBS Glimps

青苗的艺术课堂为什么那么棒？答案在这里！ 

The BIBS  Music and Performing 
Arts Class
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Amy: Firstly, my MPA team consists of Mr. Louis Courtois, Ms. Lydia Li, Ms. Park Eunyoung and I, Ms. Amy Tham who are 
passionate and experienced educators in our respective field. Hailing from different countries such as Singapore, South Africa, 
South Korea and China, our multi-facet background blends our musical cultures, knowledge, skills and teaching expertise into 
a collegial and unique MPA team. Together, we utilize our experience to identity students who are musically, dance and drama 
inclined and encourage them to hone and develop their learning experience by being their constant support and advocator of 
the Arts.  
 
Secondly, we provide many opportunities for students to be self-directed learners, initiators, and risk-takers by giving them a 
voice and choice and facilitating them to organize and plan meaningful activities that showcases their ‘Performing Arts genes’. 
These includes the Mid-Autumn Festival, National Day, Autumn Charity Fair, monthly assemblies, Sunrise Kempinski Hotel 
Concertini Series, the upcoming Christmas Bazaar Concert, BIBS Got Talent Show, Spring Festival Concert and our annual mega 
musical where the whole school is actively involved! Organizing all of these events involves thinking, communication, social, self-
management, and research skills that are essential expertise that will follow them throughout their lives as they graduate from 
BIBS.
 
Thirdly, the MPA team is in the midst of implementing a comprehensive continuum program where the after-school activities will 
further enhance our advocation of the Arts. Currently, we have a Choir, Glee Club, Dance, and Drama CCA and plan to add more 
choices and also to further develop them in the second semester. Also, we are constantly seeking opportunities for our students 
to experience the Arts through external events like public performances, attending masterclass, joining music and drama events, 
and overseas festivals. Lastly, we are in the midst of recruiting more music and performing arts specialists to join our team. I 
hope our BIBS parents will support all of these activities by giving their children financial and moral support.

As an indispensable art subject in IB DP, BIBS has excelled in music teaching in an international 
school setting, and has helped students enter top music schools such as Berklee in the United 
States. As Head of Music and Performing Arts (MPA) of BIBS, what do you think are the biggest 
draw and features of our classes that support our students to excel in this subject area?

 Amy Tham 
 Head of Performing Arts 
 BIBS Shunyi Campus 

M.A in Educational Leadership, BA(Hons) in Music Education, 
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. Amy is a multi-
instrumentalist and plays the piano, clarinet, drums, gamelan, 
etc. Her passions include music composition, directing musicals 
and has explored over 70 countries to date.
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Amy: The great inventor Albert Einstein once said, “It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expressions 
and knowledge.” Why is Arts Education important in children’s development? In BIBS, students inquire and cultivate the 5 Cs 
(creativity, critical thinking, collaborating, confidence and cultural awareness) that enable them to be all-rounded global citizens 
ready to take on the challenges of the real world. A rigorous and comprehensive Arts program will support a child’s growth 
physically, mentally, emotionally and socially as they face an uncertain future where times are everchanging. The ability to 
connect and be creative is a life skill that students in the Arts Program will develop. 
 
Hence, I strongly believe that the Arts plays a very important role in the development of children and the IB philosophy supports 
and encourages it by promoting an independent inquiring spirit, international mindedness, and an appropriate curriculum that 
connects school life to an authentic learning experience which prepares them for the working world.
 
Through the various specialists’ classes, students explore the unknown, hone their critical thinking and creativity skills while 
learning how to put aside differences and collaborate towards a common goal. Above all, it gives students a different perspective 
of the world and ultimately prepares them to be global citizens. The significance of a well-developed Arts Education is crucial for 
success in the 21st century.

In your opinion, what is the significance of music and art courses in children's development?
How does the IB curriculum support the Arts education in this aspect?
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Amy: I am very proud of them as they showed that they are true IB students with their learner profiles attributes and attitudes. 
They planned the whole repertoire and used their spare time during breaks and lunch to practice. They were consistently seeking 
to improve their techniques and skills through constant daily feedback sessions with me. My talented kids even organized their 
own makeup, dressing and took care of the logistics. They are indeed truly ready for the real world! 
 
On the actual day itself, they were mini superstars as they sang confidently and played the instruments brilliantly which garnered 
praises from the public. When they met some minor hiccups and challenges along the way, they overcame it with resilience and 
adapted to their circumstances. The hotel even extended an invitation to perform at their hotel again! Overall, the band had tons 
of fun and new friendships and bonds were formed. This is exactly what the Performing Arts is all about; being independent 
inquirers, critical thinkers, passionate communicators and touching and inspiring people with the magic and power of music. I 
am truly blessed to be their mentor and look forward to bigger things in the future as they continuously strive for excellence in 
whatever they do!

Head of Music and the Performing Arts, BIBS Shunyi Campus
Ms. Amy Tham, M.A Educational Leadership.

Photos by BIBS G11 Student Alice Tian and Kempinski Hotel.

The BIBS MSHS band was invited to participate in the Kempinski Concertini Series at Kempinski 
Sunrise Hotel last week. As their mentor, can you comment on their performance on the day in 
relation with their daily training please?
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青苗家园 BIBS Family

Thanksgiving is a holiday for 
us to appreciate and thank 
for blessings or benefits we 
have received.  We use this 
golden opportunity to help 
our students to cultivate a 
grateful attitude

49

青苗昆明：美食暖胃，感恩暖心

BIBS Kunming：
A Celebration with Food and Love 
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We hosted Thanksgiv ing Gourmet 
Festivals to promote the sense of 
belonging and harmony within our 
community.  Parents in colorful minority 
c o s t u m e s  b r o u g h t  h o m e - m a d e 
delicacies of both local and international 
f lavors to share with al l  students, 
parents, teachers and staff.  The school 
canteens joined in the festive efforts to 
provide more variety of students’ favorite 
food for everyone.

It is a perfect time for us to express our 
appreciation to people around us and 
the perfect time to demonstrate gratitude 
and care for others.  We are thankful for 
our blessings and for the tremendous 
opportunities we have.  What an amazing 
celebration and practice of gratitude in 
the Beanstalk community!
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昆明校区 （1 年级 -12 年级）

BIBS Kunming Campus （G1-

G12）

云南省昆明市呈贡区拥政街 986 号，

邮编 650500

No.985 Yongzheng Street,

Chenggong Dirstrict,

Kunming Yunnan Province 

650500

电话：（+86871）6747-8668

传真：（+86871）6595-7766

邮箱：kunming@bibs.com.cn

ADMISSIONS
招生信息

BIBS 
Kunming 
Campus 
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青苗家园 BIBS Family

青苗成都：记载的梦想，谱写的序曲，青苗音乐会完美落幕

BIBS Chengdu： 
BIBS Music Concert

Art is the bridge between the 

human heart and beauty! 

Art is the inner voice of human 

beings!

53
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At BIBS, Art is not a subject that is ignored. We have a strong focus on the Arts 
and we foster a keen interest in music among our students.  Every child has the 
opportunity to attend Art classes and to be creative. Our children are attracted to 
these transdisciplinary subjects and they experience a lot.

Pianist Victoria Robinson held a concert on Thursday, November 28 in our theater. 
Ms. Robinson holds a Master's Degree from the Danish Royal Conservatory of Music, 
and a double Bachelor's Degree from the Scotland Royal Conservatory of Music.  In 
addition, the 2019 Bulmer Young Singer Award winner, Johannes Moore, who holds 
a Master's Degree from the British Royal Conservatory of Music, also performed. 
Together they brought us a memorable music feat. 

The music concert coincided with Thanksgiving Day. Three students of BIBS also 
rendered great performances and they were accompanied by the two musicians. They 
were encouraged to express themselves and discovered a different ego in music. 
 
The music feat finished successfully along with a beautiful melody. We will hold many 
professional Art performances in the future.

54
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We also expect children to experience, to observe the world and to express their inner voice through these kinds of activities. As 
the French thinker Mengtian said, “The main goal of education is to enrich our inner world rather than adapting to the outside."

The true essence of Art is to experience and create.
 
Children who are reflective, curious and creative are little artists at BIBS. Wish our little artists always have inspiration and gain 
success in the future!
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青苗成都校区（学前班 -12 年级）

BIBS Chengdu Campus 

（Preschool-G12）

成都市龙泉驿区洪河大道 351 号，

邮编 610000

No. 351 Honghe Strees, 

Chengdu Sichuan Province, 

China, 610000

电话：028-8295-9863 / 

           028-8285-4742

邮箱：chengdu@bibs.com.cn

ADMISSIONS
招生信息

BIBS 
Chengdu
Campus
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青苗 BIK BIBS BIK
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这一份珍贵的圣诞美好，请注意查收！

Christmas is Coming!
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As we all have dreamed
That magical evening

Santa arrived
So did the reindeers
All dreams came true

White snowflakes
Silent night

It’s the season we all long for
Christmas time again

 
This day

All BIBS Campuses
All students, teachers and parents

Get together
To celebrate Christmas

And welcome a wonderful new year 

Our little beanstalks
Grow taller and stronger

Present their talents on the stage
Getting ready for their future
Isn’t this our biggest delight

 
The BIBS teachers

Great singers and dancers
Bring shows to the community

Cheered and applauded 
By all audiences

 
Parents, grand parents

Prepared their shows too
 Mr. “Kaishu”

Brought brilliant stories
Big thank you to all parents

For your continued trust and support

May today’s happiness
Be remembered forever
The best Christmas gift

To us
Is the fond memories

Of you and me

59
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蓝色港湾校区 
Solana Campus

北京市朝阳区朝阳公园路 6 号院

16 号楼

Building 16, No. 6 Chaoyang 

Park Road, 

Chaoyang District, Beijing

电话：(+8610) 5905-6700    

邮箱 : solana@bibs.com.cn

万达校区 
Wanda Campus 

北京市朝阳区建国路 93 号万达

广场 7 号楼 邮编 100022

Building 7, Wanda Plaza No. 

93 Jianguo Road, 

Chaoyang District, Beijing 

100022

电话 : (+8610) 5960-3887 /  

(+8610) 5960-3997     

邮箱 : wanda@bibs.com.cn

仰山校区 
Yangshan Campus 

北京市朝阳区安立路 30 号仰山

公园东 1 门 7 号楼

Building 7 East Gate A, 30 

Anli Road, Yangshan Park 

Chaoyang District, Beijing

电话 : (+8610) 6430-4594 / 

(+8610) 6430-4493

邮箱 : yangshan@bibs.com.cn

望湖校区 
Wanghu Campus 

北京市朝阳区望京北路 51 号（望

湖公园管理处旁）

No.51 North Wangjing Road 

(next to Park Service)

Chaoyang District, Beijing

电话 : (+8610) 6478-4166     

邮箱 : wanghu@bibs.com.cn

昌平怡园校区 
Joypark Campus  

北京市昌平区水库路 16 号 北京

怡园

Beijing Joypark, No.16 Shuiku 

Road, 

Changping District, Beijing

电话 :(+8610) 8973-9300 

         182 1010 6365

邮箱 :changping@bibs.com.cn

朝阳常营校区 
Chaoyang Changying Campus

北京市朝阳区幺家店路 1 号院

No.1 Yaojiadian Street, 

Chaoyang District, Beijing

电话：(+8610) 8456-2808 / 

18513102737    

邮箱 : changying@bibs.com.cn

海淀四季青校区 
Haidian Academy 

北京市海淀区四季青镇巨山路燕

西台

Yanxitai， Jushan Road，

Sijiqing，Haidian District, 

Beijing

电话：13231668315   

邮箱 : hda@bibs.com.cn

北京青苗幼儿园
BIK IN BEIJING

顺义校区
Shunyi Campus

北京市顺义区天竺镇丽苑街 21-

101 号 邮编 101312

No.21-101 Liyuan Jie Tianzhu 

County, Shunyi District, 

Beijing 101312

电话：（+8610）6456-5931

邮箱：biksy@bibs.com.cn
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常青藤校区 
Changqingteng Campus

北京市朝阳区东坝南一街 4 号

No.4 Dongba, Nanyijie, 

Chaoyang District, Beijing

电话：(+8610) 8537-9659 / 

(+8610) 8537-9259     

邮箱 : changqingteng@bibs.

com.cn

昆明校区
Kunming Campus 

云南省昆明市呈贡区拥政街 985

号，邮编 650500

No.985 Yongzheng Street, 

Chenggong Dirstrict,

Kunming Yunnan Province 

650500

电话：（+86871）6747-8668

传真：（+86871）6595-7766

邮箱：kunming@bibs.com.cn

成都校区
Chengdu Campus 

成都市龙泉驿区洪河大道 351

号，邮编 610000

No.351 Honghe Street, 

Longquanyi District，

Chengdu Province 610000

电话：(+8628) 8481-0088

邮箱：chengdu@bibs.com.cn

南京校区 
Nanjing Campus 

南京市浦口区狮山路融侨观邸左

岸 1 栋

Bldy. No 1, Left Band, 

Riverside Residence, Shishan 

Road, Pukou District, Nanjing

电话：(+8625) 5860-9532

邮箱：StellaRui@bibs.com.cn

澄迈校区 
Chengmai Campus 

海南省澄迈县大风镇富力红树湾

A06 区青苗幼儿园

BIK, Section A06, R&F 

Mangrove Bay, 

Dafeng Township, Chengmai 

County, Hainan Province

电话：139 1065 9246 张老师

邮箱：chengmai@bibs.com.cn

北京青苗幼儿园

外埠青苗幼儿园

BIK IN BEIJING

BIK IN CHINA
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青苗毕业生 BIBS Graduates

大学录取季：一切才刚刚开始……

Admission Season!
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Before the arrival of year 2020, some 
overseas universities already disclosed 
early application results. We are happy to 
report that a few BIBS G12 students have 
received their admission letters from world 
top universities!
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QS World Ranking #8
University College London

2 admission letters received
 

QS World Ranking #16
Tsinghua University Economics

A BIBS foreign student admitted
Out of  3  quotas for  fore ign 

students
 

QS World Ranking #20
The University of Edinburgh

 
QS World Ranking #62

Warwick Business School
Top 5 UK business schools

 
UK Ranking #6

Durham University
K n o w n  a s  t h e  b e s t  t h r e e 

universities
Along with Cambridge and Oxford

 
‘The public Ivy League school’

University of Minnesota, Twin 
Cities

Carlson School of Management
Top US business school

 
British Century Elite

UK #1 Employment Rate (96.9%)
University of Surrey

 
Best Italian Business School

Bocconi University
The Economics & Social Science 

Major
QS Europe Ranking #4
With full scholarship!

This is just a start!
More good news is on the way!
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How did we make these happen?
1. In-house Guidance Counselling
At BIBS, complimentary international university application guidance counselling services are provided by a very professional 
and experienced team. Starting from G9, guidance counsellors begin communication among students, parents and 
universities tailored to each student’s situation and expectation. The process starts with a student’s awakening of self-
consciousness and completes after successful university enrollment. They will also assist students on scholarship and other 
favorable policy applications.
 
The BIBS counsellors remain a much better understanding on not only the international universities but more importantly, our 
own students and the plan from their families. This makes our in-house guidance counselling service beyond comparison.
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2. Studying Consistency
Among this year’s graduates, many students started with BIBS since elementary school or even kindergarten. Many 
academic reports claim that transferring schools brings noticeable impacts to a student’s academic career, including reduced 
class participation, poor mathematics and reading scores, increased dropout rate and underdevelopment from peers etc. 
Transferring schools may consume many advantages of an international school, such as smaller class size, language skills 
and more teacher’s attention etc.
 
After more than 20 years of development, BIBS has become a complete education system covering from kindergarten to 
senior high school. With the value of integrating Chinese and western education philosophy, concept and best practices, and 
a learning environment filled created with Love, Care and Support, BIBS offers the students a well-balanced IB international 
curriculum. Interconnected academic subjects, multiple language support, learning support, guidance counselling and mental 
health care of the school bring outstanding social and academic performances.

3. The IB Curriculum System
BIBS is a full IB accreditation school with PYP、MYP and DP certifications. From elementary to senior high school, the 
international curriculum quality of BIBS meets all IBO standards and requirements. It makes us a true IB school.
 
Many international universities approve IB curriculum and consider the interdisciplinary studying equal to university study 
intensity. In the IB assessment system, only the top 8% students get best results. The difficulty of IB is usually twice or even 
three times higher than other curriculum systems. Today, thousands of universities around the world take IB results as strong 
admission qualification. We believe IB school will become more families’ choice!
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